Combining computer resources from multiple administrative domains applied to a common task can be achieved using the grid technology. Grid Computing receives increasing attention in the astronomical community, where a great number of computer processing cycles and processing of large amounts of data are common. For example the astronomical virtual organizations in EGI and in OSG or Einstein@Home, discovering a pulsar using AstroGrid-D, based on Globus Toolkit and the metascheduler GridWay for job prioritization. To secure the availibilty of hosts and to obtain more information about the grid we have written AstroGridTest. Traditionally the available hosts of the community are limiting the possibilities of the scheduler. As part of the DGrid Scheduler Interoperability project we break this limit and allow to send jobs even to hosts of other grid communities. Our main reason for the use of grids is optimized usage of the resources available on various hosts. Increasing performance on the path to exascale computing will at some stage require the power of an entire power plant if there is no fundamental change in architecture. On the way forward to Green Grid our work focuses on parallel processing use of power efficient GPU accelerators in grid environments. Here we describe how to build an international grid of clusters with such new architecture.
Grid Computing
Grid Computing is widely used for astronomical calculations. For example the astronomical virtual organizations in EGI (27 VOs in this field) and in OSG (e.g. LIGO for the search of gravitational waves). The discovery of a pulsar in the data from the Arecibo Radio telescope, as another example, was achieved by increasing the processing power of Einstein@Home using AstroGrid-D. Grid technology allows combining computer resources from multiple administrative domains applied to a common task. Therefore computer grids are used to solve e.g. scientific problems, especially if they require a great number of processing cycles and to process large amounts of data.
Why one uses Grid Computing?
Traditionally the following points are mentioned for use of grid computing [1] :
• Improve efficiency
• Exploit idle resources
• Enable collaborations
• Create virtual resources and virtual organizations
• Increase capacity and productivity
• Parallel processing capacity
• Support different infrastructures
• Provide reliability and availability
• Reduce time to results

• Reduce costs
The main reason for the use of grids is the availability of various hosts. In addition aspects like parallel job processing and the use of power efficient methods get more and more important.
The community AstroGrid-D
Our group is part of the grid community AstroGrid-D [3] [4] [5] . The most important reasons to build up this grid are: We can easily use hosts of other members of the group (and vice versa), we can therefore get more computing power and last but not least we learn how to handle this interesting new technology to build up even more powerfull calculation communities in the future.
Most hosts of this community are located in Germany. However hosts of the Main Astronomical Observatory of the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine and the National Astronomical Observatories of China are also accessible. grant number 2009S1-5 ("The Silk Road Project"; Rainer Spurzem and Peter Berczik). The GPU accelerated computing clusters mentioned in this paper are the "laohu" cluster at the Center of Information and Computing at National Astronomical Observatories, Chinese Academy of Sciences, funded by Ministry of Finance of People's Republic of China under the grant ZDYZ2008-2, and the GRACE/GPU cluster "titan", funded under the grants I/80 041-043 and I/81 396 of the Volkswagen Foundation in Germany.
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Globus Toolkit
AstroGrid-D is based on Globus Toolkit [6] , a toolkit for building computing grids developed and provided by the Globus Alliance [7] .
Security
As an authentication mechanism the Grid Security Infrastructure (GSI)-based on the standard X.509-is used. Every user and service is identified by a certificate. Therefore, after creating the user credentials no password for login is required within the AstroGrid-D community.
Reliability
To secure the availibilty of hosts and to obtain more information about the grid AstroGridTest [8]-a compilation of several scripts and two kinds of graphical user interfaces-has been written using the script language Bash and the programming language Java. The scripts are checking the status of the hosts in various ways:
• Using a java program.
• Using a command for login (gsissh).
• Using bash commands like date or sleep.
• Using network checks like ping or wsrf-query.
• Using the Globus Resource Allocation Manager (GRAM) with globusrun or globus-job-run.
• Using simulation programs like Nbody6++ [9] [10].
The results are presented on the console or graphically with an independent program or with an applet running within a web browser (see Figure 2 ). 
Data Management
The AstroGrid-D Data Management (ADM) [11] provides a virtual filesystem and simultaneously cares for the placement of the corresponding physical files on one or more storage facilities. It is a tool for distributed data-management.
ADM uses a relational database to store a unique descriptor as well as meaningful or typical meta data for each file or directory, e.g. the owner and a timestamp to log when the entry has been registered within the filesystem. ADM provides a command line client and a web interface allowing to browse the virtual filesystem graphically.
Discovery, Negotiation and Scheduling
It is important to get information about the hosts of the community in order to choose the best one available. Three sources provide this information: First, MDS [12] [13], the monitoring and discovery system, gets data from the host, from Ganglia and from GeoMaint. Second, Ganglia [14] [15], a monitoring system for high-performance computing systems provides information about the host and-via net-about other hosts. Third there is GeoMaint [16] [17] , an informationprovider (sensor) for geolocation and maintenance data.
The available information allows a good decision either for the user or for the automatic system, which is described in the following section. An even further step is the aim of the D-Grid Scheduler Interoperability (DGSI) project [21] : Traditionally the available hosts of the community are limiting the possibilities of the scheduler. The DGSI project breaks this limit and allows to send jobs even to hosts of other grid communities. To achieve these goals it is necessary to connect grids to an interoperability layer by using public standards like the service level agreement layer SLA4D-Grid [22] as far as possible. 
Use cases 3.1 Use best host for astronomical simulation Nbody6++
The deployment package nb6deployment [23] allows the download of the astronomical simulation software Nbody6++ and its submission to a host of the grid in an easy way. It is possible to run the program on a distinguished host or to use GridWay for choosing the best available host automatically.
Using hosts in parallel for artificial intelligence problem
The following use case shows if there is a speed-up by distributing a real world algorithm over the grid. As an example for artificial intelligence the game Nine Men's Morris [24] has been written in Java. The solving algorithm depends on two important settings:
1. Depth determines how many steps the algorithm considers in advance. Greater depth can result in better predictions and therefore better strength, however, much more computation time is needed.
2. Grid determines, if the calculation after the first step gets divided and then submitted to various hosts of the grid. Therefore, it is possible to compare the time needed with or without using the hosts of the community.
Test runs: Two test runs with slightly different hosts have been conducted (see Figure 5 ).
Results and Conclusion:
The results are similar: In case of depth between one and four using the grid leads to a slower calculation because there is a lot of overhead necessary to distribute the jobs and to collect the results later. Therefore, in the case of simple calculations it is faster not to use grid computing.
However, for depth greater than five grid computing is almost one order of magnitude faster. It should be noted that optimization of the distribution algorithm is expected to result in further performance enhancement. Therefore, in case of time consuming calculations the use of various hosts in parallel can reduce the time effort dramatically.
Similar speed enhancements for astronomical problems are possible, if calculations can run separately as they do for the artificial intelligence problem.
Green Grid
While in the past the advantage of having more available hosts was mainly to get more computing power by choosing the most powerful host available or combining the power of several hosts, there are new challenges for the future: How can we reduce the power consumption?
Strongly growing power consumption
Computing performance has grown and so has the power consumption. Any increase in power consumption also means much higher cooling demands. This point is very important because approximately 75 % of the amount of electrical energy used for computing is required just to run the cooling system. Increasing performance on the path to exascale computing will at some stage require the power of an entire power plant if there is no fundamental change in architecture.
In addition, comparing the performance of test cases with the performance of real applications shows an decreasing efficiency for years (see Figure 6 ). Computing performance has grown and so has the power consumption. However, since the efficiency gap gets larger the benefit for real applications is lower than expected according to tests. Chart: [25] 4.2 Saving power using special-purpose processors Clusters with specialized hardware are reaching high performance with less power consumption. Following the special-purpose processors GRAPE, GPU and FPGA are described.
GRAPE
During the time of introduction this processor was the fastest solution available. There is a lot of experience because this processor was successfully used for astronomical calculations for many years. However, it is not a real power saver and it is not developed any further. In a nutshell: Although not the future, it is still suitable for some physical simulations.
At ARI/ZAH we are using specialized processors (phiGRAPE) since many years for solving N-Body6 problems (see Figure 7) . Although these processors are not developed any further NBody6 remains a suitable testcase because such physical simulations demand steadily increasing computational power. Cards with GRAPE running successfully in our host "titan" for years. We are using the specialized processors phiGRAPE for solving N-Body6 problems.
GPU
Graphics Processing Units are originally intended for manipulating computer graphics. Nevertheless their highly parallel structure makes them more effective than general-purpose CPUs for a range of complex algorithms. Due to the mass market, they achieve high performance at an affordable price. In relation to their performance they save electricity (see Figure 8 ).
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FPGA
Field-Programmable Gate Arrays contain programmable logic components and a hierarchy of reconfigurable interconnects. They are intended for applications making use of massive parallelism offered by their architecture.
The programming in VHDL (Very High Speed Integrated Circuits Hardware Description Language) is difficult and programming is a complex multi-step and therefore time-consuming process.
FPGAs are getting cheaper while capacity and computing power are increasing. Advantages of the FPGAs are the small efficiency gap and the low power consumption.
Saving power choosing the most efficient host
The availability of various new architectures allows to perform calculations in a more effective way. Both GPUs and FPGAs are attractive for certain applications. On the one hand programming FPGAs demands a lot of effort to save power using an optimized code, on the other hand as basic elements of architecture they are able to save more power then GPUs. This is the reason why wein parallel to the support of FPGA boards-are in the process of running more and more clusters of GPUs in Germany and China.
In addition to CPUs both special-purpose processors are of interest. The job determines the most suitable host, because calculation speed and power consumption is job dependent. There is no one-processor-fits-all solution. Therefore, it is necessary to provide several kinds of computer architectures and to enhance schedulers (like GridWay) in order to find the best fitting host-the host performing high computational power while saving energy. [26] 
